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This book is normally only available
for sale as a paperback on Amazon and in
bookstores across the globe.

Today it is free to you in the
hope that if you appreciate this book
being free in any way, in return you would
consider taking time out to visit by way of
Google search for Sangreal on Indiegogo,
my crowd-funding project.
And help in any way you can by way
of your kind contribution in exchange for
one of the many great perks you will find
there.
Or if not able to contribute with
money doing something just as valuable
for us by spreading the word about
Sangreal the family dice board game.
Sangreal . . . some do . . . some
don’t have a beautiful mind!
The following are three testimonials
from players recently after filming for the
Indiegogo pitch video you can watch to
see why Sangreal’s time has come with
your help!
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Three Testimonials:
Sue said, “Well I’m really surprised by
how much I’ve learned about you two
today, and I think Sangreal’s the kind of
game that gets you talking to each other”.
Bonne said, “Yeah”.
Sue said, “And not so much about
yourself, although of course Sangreal’s
about you, Sangreal is about what you
share, but things a little more than
ourselves”.
Jenah said, “I learned something
about you too”.
Sue said, “Ah cool, yeah I love that
about Sangreal, it’s amazing”.
Bonne said, “Sangreal’s a game that
you can learn from, Sangreal sort of opens
up conversations on topics about people
that you may know but also things like
Sangreal sort of brings in topics that are
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not that usually spoken about or wouldn’t
usually or come up in a conversation”.
Sue said, “Yeah”.
Bonne said, “Sangreal kind of opens
up your world, and Sangreal’s kind of good
though because you get to exercise
different thought processes”.
Sue said, “Yeah that you wouldn’t
normally “.
Bonne said, “Like the cards you bring
out,

like

you

really

have

to

think

sometimes”.
Jenah said, “Sangreal gives people a
chance

to

say

something

without

prejudice and they can say something
honestly they think without people having
to go on a huge debate against them or
Sangreal’s just hearing peoples ideas
which is nice”!
Sue said, “Yeah, perspective”.
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Bonne said, “I quite like the fact that
Sangreal is not competitive, because most
games out there are and these games
depends on who you play with, it can ruin
the game if your playing with someone
who is really competitive or is a really
bad, you know a poor loser, but because
Sangreal’s a game where everyone is
equal at the same time and that includes
everyone when it is your turn as well,
Sangreal’s quite enjoyable”.
Sue said, “Yeah, Sangreal’s more
ethical, it’s the level of co-operation,
Sangreal’s cool”!

Sangreal board game

. . .

some do . . . some don’t have a beautiful
mind!
For more information about the true
depth of the Sangreal project on Indiegogo
visit the homepage of my qofs.org website
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and bookmark it today and tell your
friends about it.
And I hope you enjoy your free gift
from me to you of this book.
genuinely Marc A Stewart

http://igg.me/at/sangreal
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Yours

He Wants You
To Pick Him Up!
Most girls are afraid to make the
first move because they think a
man doesn't want them to.
NOTHING COULD BE FURTHER
FROM THE TRUTH! Today there
are millions of great men who
are dying for you to smile at
them . . . to introduce yourself
. . . to say hello. And the
amazing thing is, that's all it
really takes, to get a great
relationship going.
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When

a

man

wants

a

woman. He will stand perfectly
still in one place with his beer
and

never

go

near.

You'd

probably think he's a queer. Or
just plain hardly there. Or if
you're half lucky he's had a bad
scare when it comes to dating
women.
Any old how. It is the one
thing on his mind. Oh if only
women would ask the man out.
You see in this world there is an
incredible alien to you all force
inside energy itself that does
not ever want men and women
to get together physically. And
the aftermath of this is only
now just beginning to grow.
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So woman. Get your game
on. Make it your job to break
the ice by being nice more than
twice. That is all there is too it.
Basically begin with any eye
contact the two of you can
make. Then imagine he is as
nervous as you are and you will
both be right. His fullness of
self-consciousness. His feelings
of being inappropriate for the
occasion are a mirror of the
self-consciousness

you

are

feeling also.
And now for the one and
only line you will ever need. Hi I
am Samantha. And he must
reply hi I am Bob. Now you can
say Bob how would you like to
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have a coffee sometime? And
then you have returned the
dodge ball to him again on both
your terms.
Remember everything you
are feeling such as nervousness
is a mirror of what he is feeling
same.
Here is another opening:
Hey, how's it going?
This will seem to be the
opposite

of

what

you

are

experiencing. But trust me it is
correct. Don't talk too much
about yourself.
The person who will come
out of the conversation as being
the

most

interesting

and

unforgettable person is the one
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who did all of the listening.
Encourage him to talk about
himself.
How did your day go? Or so,
what do you do with your free
time? Compliment him early in
your

conversation.

A

compliment leads the way for
him to give you the compliment
for giving him one.
Warning note here if at any
time he does not respond to you
in this exact fashion of matching
your thoughts like with like get
the hell out of there. You see in
human consciousness it is not
opposites that attract like two
opposite poles of a physical
magnet.

Inside

the

human
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consciousness of both man and
woman. Like thoughts attract
like thoughts. This explains why
you would not see a Hell's Angel
biker assisting an old lady across
the road. And why you will see
the Boy Scout helping her.
A compliment may be as
follows: You're fascinating. I
love talking with you.
Or I can't believe I’m getting
to know someone as nice and
interesting as you.
So to recap so far. Know
how to start a conversation with
a stranger. Do not count on
other people to come to you; be
willing to walk up to anyone
who looks interesting and forge
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a connection with the simplicity
seeking Hi I am Jane and wait
for the reply Hi Jane I am Bob.
Remind

yourself

of

your

talents and good qualities. Try
to stay out of the past because
all past time tense thoughts are
negative

unless

they

truly

naturally by of their presence
uplift and empower you.
Know that you can Google
how to pick up men. But the
content is so negative. Know
that those who wish to write to
give advice to others are the
very one’s who need to hear
this advice because it is they
who attract the wrong people.
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Know that the information
being placed out there. To be
good advice. Is too politically
correct.
This present era of human
input is too apologetic. Too
polite. It is a psychology of dogooder gone astray mentality. It
is a police. And a nanny state.
You can well ask why am I
telling you all of this in a book
about picking up men. It is my
beginning and ending way of
removing

the

brain

washing

done to you by virtue of living in
these times.
I have created a board game
called Sangreal. It is designed to
bring men and women together
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in an air of romance. The games
way of play gives each player a
very good indication of the
fruits each player has to give. In
the games beginning it is the
four Hallows cards that you'll be
winning.

To

win one.

After

landing on a Hallows Square the
player on the Square reads out
aloud one of the games Great
Thoughts category quotations by
famous people down throughout
time.

After

reading

the

quotation out aloud. The player
must make an original comment
of his or her own. And then all
players are free to give their
original

comment

on

the

quotation card or upon the
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